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The Valbona Valley lies in the center of the Albanian Alps in the Tropoja District.
It has the status of a National Park and covers an area of 8,000 hectares.
The nature of this park is rich in addictions suitable for tourism, fishing and mountaineering.
In the inner part of the Park there are many caves that distinguish the Dragobia Cave.
Beneath the Valbona threshold waterfall, the waters of these springs disappear under gravel
to the entrance to Rragami. There are dark forest soils between 500-1200 meters high,
then the velvety lands that lie on the left slope of this valley
from the Overland and up to Shoshan at 400-900 meters.

THE VALBONA
VALLEY
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LAKE
KOMAN

The largest and most beautiful Drin River flows into the three lakes created by it to
generate energy. Koman Lake is the second one after the ferry, but as it lies at an altitude
and the ravine created the valley that today is the lake, it makes it the most beautiful.
The lake occupies a volume of about 320 Million Water m3, and has a maximum
depth of 197 M. This lake flows into the Vau i Dejes Lake. Traveling to Koman Lake has been
declared one of the most beautiful destinations in Albania for foreign tourists.
The lake can be accessed using the ferry, where some of the ferries can also carry vehicles.

The ferry ride takes from 2 hours to 3 hours.
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TRADITIONAL
FOODS

Each area of Albania has its own characteristics in terms of food, and bio-food.
Valbona stick for "Black Mazen" made from deciduous ice cream, Valbona River Trout,
Lamb meat to hell, I feed on alpine pastures and Fly collects it with a bag.

These are some of the Key Elements to you Valbonese sofas
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PRIZREN
KOSOVO

Prizren is a city in southwestern Kosovo and the second largest in size and population
after Pristina. Prizren is also the center of the municipality and region of the same name.
The city has a population of about 170,000, mostly Albanians. The municipality is estimated
to have about 221,000 inhabitants, including the town itself and the 76 villages that comprise it.
Located near the Sharr Mountains in southern Kosovo, the region bordersAlbania and Macedonia.

The city of Prizren lies in the southern part of the Dukagjini Plain, on the road that formerly
connected the northern coast of Albanian lands and its civic-trade centers with the inland
regions of Kosovo and the Balkans.
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TIPS FROM THE
GUIDE

The food will be in a common package which is the characteristic food of the area,
where mainly apart from the products of the village it is worth noting: Lamb, Kid in Hell,

Faji and Black Meat. The guide will be ready for an affordable walk
The schedules set on this itinerary can have a volatility of up to 1 hour difference,

given that the ferry and transport time cannot be accurately determined.
The rules of the group are mandatory to be followed by each member as best they can 

The rooms, not all are equipped with toilets, but they have a sleeping room,
not always a double room, this is resolved by the agency .
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The Valbona Guide is primarily a guide that fits all age groups and is organized in such a way as to
please everyone. On the other hand, being convinced that the more we walk, the more
opportunities we have to see different natural beauties, we have tried to arrange very attractive
and feasible trails / paths.
To have a well-organized guide you need to complete these recommendations:

• Hiking Shoes, Sneakers - should be flat and fit. Dress -
• You need to get something with long arms for dinner.
• During the time we can set a fire out you will need it.
• Have 2-3 cotton
• T-shirts that you can change during the trip to avoid getting cold.
• Camera to memorize moments.
• She had a small backpack.
• An empty 0.5 L bottle to fill water from time to time through springs.
• A smiling face

WHAT WE SHOULD
HAVE WITH US:


